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All Candidates' performance across questions

Question Title N Mean S D Max Mark F F Attempt %

1 34944 8 2.2 10 80.2 99.7

2 34840 5.5 2.1 10 55.4 99.4

3 34325 5.9 2.1 10 59.1 97.9

4 31279 4.2 2.6 10 41.7 89.2
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Now read the first page of the blog in the separate Resource Material ‘A Weekend to 
Forget’. 
 
Q.2  Why did Claire Powell decide to ban television for the weekend?             [10] 


                                                                                                                                                                        
This question tests the ability to read and understand texts and select material 
appropriate to purpose, and to develop and sustain interpretation of writers’ ideas 
and perspective. 


 
0 marks: nothing worthy of credit. 


 
Give 1 mark to candidates who struggle to engage with the text and or question. 


 
Give 2-4 marks, according to quality, to those who copy unselectively, make 
unsupported assertions or make simple comments with occasional reference to the 
text. 


 
Give 5-7 marks, according to quality, to those who focus on the question and make 
some relevant comments using appropriate selection from the text. 


 
Give 8-10 marks, according to quality, to those who select appropriate detail from the 
text and make a range of valid comments. Better answers will track through the text, 
covering the range of overview areas. 


 
Some points that candidates may explore: 


 she read a report outlining problems caused by children who watch too much TV; 


 worries that her children watch a lot of television; 


 to control how much television her children watch; 


 to see how they would cope as a family; 


 felt it was a chance to talk more to her husband over the weekend; 


 an opportunity for quality family time; 


 thought it might be fun; 


 weekends had become boring/revolve around watching television; 


 heard report that children watching over 3 hours TV are more likely to fight and 


tell lies; 


 wants to avoid this type of behaviour; 


 would allow her more chance to interact with her children; 


 challenged by Vicky who doesn’t think they will cope/wants to prove her wrong; 


 Vicky had seen her own children's behaviour improve; 


 good weather forecast made her mind up. 


Overview:  


 she is a caring/strict mother; 


 she wants the best for her family; 


 she wants to improve the quality of her children's lives; 


 it is beneficial to family relationships.  


 
Reward valid alternatives. This is not a checklist and the question should be marked 
in levels of response. 
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Describes what happens but tries to push on. Not always ideal. Not really addressing 'how'.
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Answer all of the following questions.


On the opposite page is an extract from a newspaper article, ‘Television and Young Children’
by Susanna Rustin.


The separate Resource Material is a blog, ‘A Weekend to Forget’ by Claire Powell.


Now read the first page of the blog in the separate Resource Material, ‘A Weekend to Forget’.


2. Why did Claire Powell decide to ban television for the weekend? [10]
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A Weekend to Forget


I recently read a report that claimed health and behaviour problems can occur if 
young children watch too much television. This worried me because my two children, 
William and Zara, both watch a lot of television; so I decided to try and control how 
much they watch. I already turn the television off during mealtimes, when William is 
doing his homework, and when nobody is watching it. To see how we would cope, I 
decided to ban television for a whole weekend.


I thought my husband and I might talk to each other and that we’d spend some quality 
family time together. I also thought it might be fun! Our weekends had become boring 
and revolved around watching the television and not going out together as a family. My 
husband agreed we should try a television-free weekend. We had read that children 
who watch television for more than three hours a day are more likely to get into fights 
and tell lies, and we wanted to try and avoid this type of behaviour. The report also 
said less television was good because parents should spend more time interacting 
with their children.


One of my friends, Vicky, challenged me to give it a go. She claimed that limiting the 
amount of television her children watched had significantly improved their behaviour. 
Vicky said there was no chance we could cope without television. This made me even 
more determined to succeed. The weather forecast for the weekend was good so my 
mind was made up.
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Use information from both texts to answer the following questions. 
 


Q.4  Compare and contrast what the texts say about: 


 the possible problems caused if children watch too much television;   [5] 


 how to control young children’s viewing habits.      [5] 


You must make it clear from which text you get your information.              
 


This question tests the ability to read and understand texts, select material appropriate to 
purpose and the ability to collate material from different sources. 
 
0 marks nothing worthy of credit. 
 


Give 1 mark to those who struggle to engage with the text or question. 
 


Give 2 to 4 marks, according to quality, to those who copy unselectively, make unsupported 
assertions (lacking in detail) or make simple comments with limited references to the texts.  
 


Give 5 to 7 marks, according to quality, to those who use both texts to make some simple 
comments and appropriate selection from the texts. 
 


Give 8 to 10 marks, according to quality, to those who make valid comments based on a 
range of appropriate details from the texts. Better responses will make links/collate the 
information clearly. 
 
The possible problems caused if children watch too much television: 


Newspaper article:  


 increased risk of health problems 


 children are more likely to be badly behaved if they watch too much television 


 used as an excuse for parents not to play and talk to their children 


Blog: 


 health and behaviour problems can occur 


 weekends become boring/revolve around television 


 don’t go out as a family 


 more likely to fight and tell lies 


 families don’t interact or talk 
 


How to control children’s viewing habits 


Newspaper article: 


 limit the amount of time they watch TV 


 check which programmes they are watching 


 watch programmes with them and discuss the content 


 control when the television is turned on/control the remote 


 turn the TV off when it is not being watched 


 
Blog: 


 have a television free weekend 


 turn off during mealtimes 


 turn off when doing homework 


 turn off when no one is watching 


 remove televisions from bedrooms 


 have fun alternatives  


o books, hide and seek, games 


o go to the park and feed the ducks 


Reward valid alternatives.  This is not a checklist and the question should be marked in levels of 
response. 
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This comment is rather vague unfortunately.
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Answer all of the following questions.


On the opposite page is an extract from a newspaper article, ‘Television and Young Children’
by Susanna Rustin.


The separate Resource Material is a blog, ‘A Weekend to Forget’ by Claire Powell.


Read the newspaper article on the opposite page titled, ‘Television and Young Children’.


1. List ten reasons why watching television can be good for young children, according to the
article. [10]
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Television and Young Children


In 2013 a report stated that five year olds who watch more than three hours of television a 
day have an increased risk of health problems. The newspaper article below is a response 
to this report.


It is good advice to parents to limit the amount of time their children watch television. 
However, recent studies have suggested watching television can be helpful to the 
way children grow and develop. The study advises parents to check carefully which 
programmes their children are watching. Some are beneficial. For example, young 
children can develop number skills through educational, but fun programmes, such as 
Numberjacks. Similar programmes are Alphablocks, which focuses on language skills, 
and Nina and the Neurons, which introduces children to basic science. Primary schools 
also show television programmes to help their children learn basic skills.


Another report found that five year olds who watch over three hours of television a day 
are more likely to be badly behaved than those who watch less. However, the risk is small 
and even less if parents follow the report’s advice and watch television programmes with 
their children and discuss the content of the programmes with them.


Television programmes can encourage children to be creative and use their imagination. 
Some programmes can develop their interest in music, getting children to sing songs and 
learn about musical instruments. Other programmes give them a chance to learn about a 
new and wide range of topics such as archaeology, history and wild animals.


There are programmes specially designed for young children which can get them involved 
with new characters and stories. Watching characters like Mr Tumble can help children to 
understand shapes and colours, and watching Dora the Explorer can help them to learn 
some basic Spanish.


For some young children, watching television is important because it gives them a 
quiet time in the day when they can relax. For the very young, a number of television 
programmes end with the main characters saying goodnight, going to bed and falling 
asleep, which is helpful for parents who hope their children will follow this example.


Parents should control when the television is turned on, so they should keep the remote 
control out of the reach of young children. Parents should also turn the television off if it 
is not being watched. This way watching a television programme is made special and not 
just used as an excuse for parents not to play and talk to their children.


While studies suggest that it is important that young children have more to their lives than 
just television, most experts agree that young children, with the correct parental control, 
can gain a great deal from watching television.


Based on a newspaper article by Susanna Rustin in The Family Guardian.
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Answer all of the following questions.


On the opposite page is an extract from a newspaper article, ‘Television and Young Children’
by Susanna Rustin.


The separate Resource Material is a blog, ‘A Weekend to Forget’ by Claire Powell.


Use information from both texts to answer the following questions.


4. Compare and contrast what the texts say about:


• the possible problems caused if young children watch too much television; [5]
• how to control children’s viewing habits. [5]


You must make it clear from which text you get your information.
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Television and Young Children


In 2013 a report stated that five year olds who watch more than three hours of television a 
day have an increased risk of health problems. The newspaper article below is a response 
to this report.


It is good advice to parents to limit the amount of time their children watch television. 
However, recent studies have suggested watching television can be helpful to the 
way children grow and develop. The study advises parents to check carefully which 
programmes their children are watching. Some are beneficial. For example, young 
children can develop number skills through educational, but fun programmes, such as 
Numberjacks. Similar programmes are Alphablocks, which focuses on language skills, 
and Nina and the Neurons, which introduces children to basic science. Primary schools 
also show television programmes to help their children learn basic skills.


Another report found that five year olds who watch over three hours of television a day 
are more likely to be badly behaved than those who watch less. However, the risk is small 
and even less if parents follow the report’s advice and watch television programmes with 
their children and discuss the content of the programmes with them.


Television programmes can encourage children to be creative and use their imagination. 
Some programmes can develop their interest in music, getting children to sing songs and 
learn about musical instruments. Other programmes give them a chance to learn about a 
new and wide range of topics such as archaeology, history and wild animals.


There are programmes specially designed for young children which can get them involved 
with new characters and stories. Watching characters like Mr Tumble can help children to 
understand shapes and colours, and watching Dora the Explorer can help them to learn 
some basic Spanish.


For some young children, watching television is important because it gives them a 
quiet time in the day when they can relax. For the very young, a number of television 
programmes end with the main characters saying goodnight, going to bed and falling 
asleep, which is helpful for parents who hope their children will follow this example.


Parents should control when the television is turned on, so they should keep the remote 
control out of the reach of young children. Parents should also turn the television off if it 
is not being watched. This way watching a television programme is made special and not 
just used as an excuse for parents not to play and talk to their children.


While studies suggest that it is important that young children have more to their lives than 
just television, most experts agree that young children, with the correct parental control, 
can gain a great deal from watching television.


Based on a newspaper article by Susanna Rustin in The Family Guardian.
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A Weekend to Forget


I recently read a report that claimed health and behaviour problems can occur if 
young children watch too much television. This worried me because my two children, 
William and Zara, both watch a lot of television; so I decided to try and control how 
much they watch. I already turn the television off during mealtimes, when William is 
doing his homework, and when nobody is watching it. To see how we would cope, I 
decided to ban television for a whole weekend.


I thought my husband and I might talk to each other and that we’d spend some quality 
family time together. I also thought it might be fun! Our weekends had become boring 
and revolved around watching the television and not going out together as a family. My 
husband agreed we should try a television-free weekend. We had read that children 
who watch television for more than three hours a day are more likely to get into fights 
and tell lies, and we wanted to try and avoid this type of behaviour. The report also 
said less television was good because parents should spend more time interacting 
with their children.


One of my friends, Vicky, challenged me to give it a go. She claimed that limiting the 
amount of television her children watched had significantly improved their behaviour. 
Vicky said there was no chance we could cope without television. This made me even 
more determined to succeed. The weather forecast for the weekend was good so my 
mind was made up.
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As the weekend approached I had doubts; I should have listened to them. The first 
problem was an argument about when the weekend started, Friday night or Saturday 
morning. It was clear that my enthusiasm for a television-free weekend was not shared 
by the children. It was agreed they could watch Peppa Pig on Friday night and then 
we would switch off until Monday. Zara moaned about our plans and even waved a 
sad goodbye to Peppa Pig.


On Saturday morning I followed guidelines from the newspaper report and provided 
fun alternatives to television, filling the room with non-screen entertainment such 
as books, toys and puzzles. This worked well but there were some mumblings that 
watching Octonauts was more fun. We then went to the park to play on the swings 
and feed the ducks. Unfortunately it was drizzling, we all got soaked and the over-fed 
ducks ignored us.


We bought fish and chips and my husband said we would be back in time to watch 
the rugby. I explained that the experiment included us, which annoyed him immensely. 
He claimed the experiment was aimed at the children not him. William joined in the 
moaning, saying all of his friends would be watching the game.


On Saturday evenings we usually watch television together so as an alternative I 
organised a game of hide and seek. Another disaster. Zara didn’t understand the rules 
and William hid in the cellar and was covered in dust. Bedtime brought more upset. I 
had followed the article’s advice and removed the television from William’s room. He 
burst into tears, so I had to promise to return it on Monday. My husband and I spent a 
tense evening playing Scrabble as he stared glumly at the television muttering about 
Match of the Day.


Sunday was equally dismal. We visited my parents who agreed with the children and 
made me feel even worse. At last it was bedtime. Zara said it had been a horrible 
weekend. William claimed it was the most boring weekend ever and my husband said 
it had been a waste of time.


So much for the claim that too much television causes behaviour problems. I have 
another theory – no television creates even more problems.


Claire Powell
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GCSE ENGLISH/ENGLISH LANGUAGE 
 


UNIT 1: READING – FOUNDATION TIER (40 marks)  


 
 


Read the newspaper article on the opposite page titled ‘Television and Young 
Children’. 
 
Q.1  List ten reasons why watching television can be good for young children, 


according to the article.                   [10] 
            
This question tests the ability to read and understand texts and select material 
appropriate to purpose. 


 
 


Award one mark for each of the following to a maximum of 10: 
 


 helpful to the way children grow and develop 


 it can develop number skills  


 assist in learning language skills 


 introduction to basic science skills 


 helps children to learn basic skills (at primary school) 


 parents watch/discuss television programmes with their children 


 children learn to be creative/use their imagination 


 develop interest in music/get children singing/learn about musical instruments 


 increase a child’s range of interests/learn wide range of topics (e.g. history) 


 get children involved with characters and stories 


 help children to understand shapes and colours 


 gives children some basic knowledge of Spanish/learn a new language  


 allows children a chance to relax 


 helps get children off to bed and off to sleep 
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Answer all of the following questions.


On the opposite page is an extract from a newspaper article, ‘Television and Young Children’
by Susanna Rustin.


The separate Resource Material is a blog, ‘A Weekend to Forget’ by Claire Powell.


Now read the second page of the blog.


3. In this part of the text, how does Claire Powell make it clear that the television ban ruined the
weekend? [10]


You should write about:


• what happens;
• the words and phrases used.
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As the weekend approached I had doubts; I should have listened to them. The first 
problem was an argument about when the weekend started, Friday night or Saturday 
morning. It was clear that my enthusiasm for a television-free weekend was not shared 
by the children. It was agreed they could watch Peppa Pig on Friday night and then 
we would switch off until Monday. Zara moaned about our plans and even waved a 
sad goodbye to Peppa Pig.


On Saturday morning I followed guidelines from the newspaper report and provided 
fun alternatives to television, filling the room with non-screen entertainment such 
as books, toys and puzzles. This worked well but there were some mumblings that 
watching Octonauts was more fun. We then went to the park to play on the swings 
and feed the ducks. Unfortunately it was drizzling, we all got soaked and the over-fed 
ducks ignored us.


We bought fish and chips and my husband said we would be back in time to watch 
the rugby. I explained that the experiment included us, which annoyed him immensely. 
He claimed the experiment was aimed at the children not him. William joined in the 
moaning, saying all of his friends would be watching the game.


On Saturday evenings we usually watch television together so as an alternative I 
organised a game of hide and seek. Another disaster. Zara didn’t understand the rules 
and William hid in the cellar and was covered in dust. Bedtime brought more upset. I 
had followed the article’s advice and removed the television from William’s room. He 
burst into tears, so I had to promise to return it on Monday. My husband and I spent a 
tense evening playing Scrabble as he stared glumly at the television muttering about 
Match of the Day.


Sunday was equally dismal. We visited my parents who agreed with the children and 
made me feel even worse. At last it was bedtime. Zara said it had been a horrible 
weekend. William claimed it was the most boring weekend ever and my husband said 
it had been a waste of time.


So much for the claim that too much television causes behaviour problems. I have 
another theory – no television creates even more problems.


Claire Powell
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Now read the second page of the blog.  
 
Q.3  In this part of the text, how does Claire Powell make it clear that the television ban 


ruined the weekend?  
 


 You should write about: 


 what happens; 


 the words and phrases used.                                  [10] 


 
This question tests the ability to read and understand texts and to develop and sustain 
interpretations of writers’ ideas and perspectives. It also tests how writers use linguistic, 
grammatical, structural and presentational features to achieve effects and engage and 
influence the reader. 


 


0 marks: nothing worthy of credit. 
 


Give 1 mark to candidates who struggle to engage with the text and/or question. 
 


Give 2-4 marks, according to quality, to those who copy unselectively, make unsupported 
assertions or make simple comments with occasional references to the article. 
 


Give 5-7 marks, according to quality, to those who give some impressions supported by 
appropriate references to the article, and begin to address the issue of how. 


 


Give 8-10 marks, according to quality, to those who give a range of valid impressions based 
on appropriate references from the text and explore in detail how the writer makes it clear it 
was a difficult weekend for the family. Better responses will explore the writer's use of 
language and the issue of how more securely. 
 


Some points that candidates may explore: 
What happens: 


 she has initial doubts - ‘I should have listened to them’; 


 children clearly not enthusiastic/committed – arguing when weekend starts; 


 Zara moaning and waving goodbye to Peppa Pig; 


 best efforts to entertain worked, but still complaints about no television; 


 disastrous trip to park; 


 husband and William unhappy about missing the rugby; 


 alternative entertainment of hide and seek did not go well; 


 William burst into tears because his television had been taken away; 


 television free evening for husband and wife did not go well – Scrabble, etc.; 


 husband unhappy about missing Match of the Day; 


 Sunday not successful – parents made her feel guilty; 


 all of the family said it had been a failure (Zara, ‘horrible weekend’, William, ‘most boring 


weekend’, husband, ‘waste of time’); 


 final conclusion that no television creates more problems than too much television. 
 


The words and phrases used: 


  words selected to express failure of the weekend: mumblings, moaning, another disaster,        


more upset, tense evening, horrible/boring weekend, waste of time etc.; 


 tension created by short sentences – ‘Another disaster’ etc.;  


 real sense of blame towards her 'made me feel worse'; 


 she clearly feels guilty about the wasted weekend. 
 


Overview: 


 continual sense of failure - everything she does seems to go wrong; 


 so predictable – makes it humorous; 


 ironic sense of humour.  
 


Remember how is partly a matter of content, language and method.  
 


Reward valid alternatives.  This is not a checklist and the question should be marked in levels 
of response.  
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